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Abstract. Employees are increasingly wearing smart watches for their
work duties. While these devices can support employees in their tasks,
they can also collect sensitive information like health or location data
about them, thus endangering their privacy. Even when collective agreements, allowing employers to collect such data have been signed, we
argue that employees should be aware of the data collection and be able
to control it. Therefore, we propose different indicators that aim at enhancing employees’ awareness about the current data collection as well as
interactions to allow them to stop and resume it according to their preferences. To compare them, we have conducted an online questionnairebased study with 1,033 participants. The results indicate that our participants wish to have such indicators to raise their awareness and further
wish to control the data collection.
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1

Introduction

More and more smart watches are sold worldwide [15, 19]. In addition to be used
for private purposes, companies also recognize their potential and increasingly
equip their employees with such devices [21, 42]. For example, they are used for
allowing faster access to information [28, 36], improving well-being [16], or enhance occupational safety [4]. As these devices collect various data about their
wearers, they pose potential risks to the wearer’s privacy. Such risks may reduce the employees’ acceptance. Therefore, it is recommended that companies
?
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record only work-related data and establish transparent processes to optimize
the balance between advantages and associated risks [38]. Such transparency is
also enforced in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), especially in
Art. 5 (1) and Recitals 58 and 60. Although previous research on transparency
mechanisms to increase privacy awareness exists [17, 8, 3, 1], none covers this aspect in the work-context, especially when considering data collection on smart
watches. Thus, it is still unclear how transparency on smart watches should be
implemented by employers in a work-context. Apart from this aspect, based on
the GDPR, data subjects have also the right to control their data (e.g.,GDPR,
Art. 19). They have the right to revoke their consent to the processing at any
time. This allows control over the data as soon as it has been collected. However,
the GDPR does not provide any reference to the possibility of temporarily interrupting data collection. While research on control mechanisms is done in private
domains to control data collection [9, 20, 24, 37], none contributed insights about
interrupting smart watch data collection when used in workplaces. As a result,
we herein propose privacy-enhancing solutions tailored to employees using smart
watches for working tasks. More precisely, we have designed three different transparency indicators showing when and which data collection occurs (see Fig. 1)
and considered six different control interactions (see Fig. 2), which allow users
to temporally interrupt the data collection. We have further explored the preferences of potential users for our proposed solutions using an online questionnaire.
1,033 participants contributed to our study. The key insights are as follows. Our
participants prefer a splash-screen design to raise their awareness about actual
data processing. The splash-screen design (see Fig. 1(a)) is like a notification
on the smart watch screen, which requires the user’s active involvement. Moreover, they want to be able to stop the data collection by preferably using a
button in the menu of the work application running on the smart watch. Our results contribute to the privacy research regarding transparency and control in a
work-context to enhance employees’ privacy. Moreover, our findings could result
in practical implications as employers can develop our findings in future smart
watch applications used in smart workplaces to enhance employee transparency
and control.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 2, we review
related work. We present our research goals in Sec. 3. We detail our decision
drivers in Sec. 4 and 5. We present our methodology in Sec. 6 and our results in
Sec. 7, which we discuss in Sec. 8, and make concluding remarks in Sec. 9.

2

Related Work

Related research can be classified into three categories: (1) privacy concerns, (2)
raising privacy awareness, and (3) control mechanisms. The first category includes existing work on privacy concerns related to wearable devices. According
to [32], privacy concerns are related to embedded sensors, which can measure,
collect, and store data. Thereby, most concerns are indicated about revealing
conversations, commuting, or stress [32]. Moreover, they found that users do not
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understand the implications of potential threats of collected data unless they
have a personal connection to the data [32]. However, in the context of smart
watches, privacy concerns can arise in many ways [12, 27], as individuals may
have misconceptions or even false beliefs about these devices [39]. Regarding
privacy concerns in the context of workplace environments, previous work highlights employees’ concerns, including the fear of surveillance or tracking by the
employer, or that the devices record sensitive information [6, 12, 34]. As a result,
this can negatively impact workers’ job satisfaction and stress levels, leading to
productivity declines [23, 38].
In the second category, previous studies are dedicated to raising privacy
awareness by nudging through visual indicators [17], warning messages [8, 3, 1,
35] or encouraging privacy-protective behavior [41]. However, the scope of these
studies is limited to the private domain. The authors in [17] presented three
approaches to raise user awareness when a front-face camera is accessed by an
application. Their three approaches included designs using notification, frame,
and camera preview and were evaluated by participants in a user study. The
authors in [8] proposed a solution to increase users’ privacy awareness about
threats in participatory sensing applications based on picture-based warnings.
This empowers users to be informed about potential risks without having to read
long texts. Other smartphone-based solutions are presented by [1, 3]. Both approaches provide detailed privacy information about the applications’ behavior.
However, they are designed for smartphones and not watches with different design constraints. Another work is the PATCOM project by [35]. They developed
a smart watch application prototype, which can inform users when entering
privacy-compromising environments. Hence, they provide some level of transparency by notifying users about the potential data collection, which can help
strengthen trust in the environment. Finally, the approach in [41] raises privacy
awareness with a game encouraging privacy-protective behavior for smart watch
users but for private usages.
The third and last category deals with mechanisms to control data collection.
Data control can be applied at different levels including stopping data collection,
correcting and deleting data. Stopping sensors from collecting data usually leads
to a disruption of the underlying service. Instead, users should be able to restrict
sensor readings and still benefit from limited functions [7]. For example, smart
speakers provide mute buttons to stop the microphone functions [20, 24]. However, the speakers can still be used for playing music. Another privacy-enhancing
interaction is the privacy hat designed by [37], which has to be placed physically
on top of the smart speaker to mute it. A more granular approach is proposed
in [9] for smartphones with which users can separately control the collection of
different sensor modalities.
To the best of our knowledge no previous work exists, which investigates
employees’ preferences regarding both (1) privacy indicators visualizing data
collection on smart watches to increase employees’ privacy awareness and (2)
control interactions to interrupt data collection when equipped with a smart
watch at work.
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Research Goals

Once employees themselves or the works council have consented to the collection of data through a collective agreement, employers can collect data about
employees with the help of the smart watch according to the signed agreement.
In this case, a one-time consent can generate a continuous data collection. Nevertheless, in accordance with the GDPR, employers must process personal data
lawfully and transparently (GDPR, Art. 5 (1) a)), even though the GDPR leaves
the regulations on the handling of employee data to the member states (GDPR,
Art. 88). In general, the principle of Fair and Transparent Processing requires
that the data subject is informed about the collection of personal data (GDPR,
Recital 60). In detail, the principle of transparency requires that information
about the processing should not only be easily accessible but also understandable (GDPR, Recital 39, 58). This can be supported by comprehensible visual
elements, such as standardized symbols, which can provide an understandable
overview of the processing (GDPR, Recital 60). To ensure that users are aware
of the processing of personal data, we argue that privacy indicators can be used.
Privacy indicators aim to provide individuals with meaningful information about
how their privacy is being handled [33]. Such indicators may be textual, graphic,
or audible [33]. Meanwhile, many IoT devices including smart speakers [10, 18,
20] are equipped with an LED that indicates data collection [31]. Motivated
by the previously mentioned GDPR requirements and existing indicators, the
question arises how employers can provide transparency about data collection
for their employees by using similar indicators tailored to smart watches. This
leads to our first research question (RQ):
I RQ1: Which transparency indicator visualization(s) do employees perceive
as sufficient and useful to be informed about the current data collection?
Transparency is often associated to the control over personal data by the
data subjects themselves. Based on the GDPR, data subjects have the right
to rectification (GDPR, Art. 16), erasure (GDPR, Art. 17), and restriction of
processing (GDPR, Art. 19) of their data. In addition, a data subject has the
right to object (GDPR, Art. 21). This allows the data subject to revoke their
consent to the processing at any time. These rights allow control over the data
as soon as it has been collected. Nevertheless, the GDPR does not provide any
reference to the possibility of temporarily interrupting data collection. We argue
that users should, however, be able to do so. This should also apply if a previously
concluded company agreement allows the employers to collect data about their
employees. The resulting self-determination of the employees to interrupt data
collection can contribute in increasing their trust in the employers. However, such
temporary interruptions in data collection can result in employers mistrusting
employees using them. To prevent this scenario, additional mechanisms should
be added to protect the employees. Nevertheless, in our scenario, the conditions
of the interruptions are defined by the employers who provide the underlying
application running on the smart watch. Therefore, we aim at addressing the
following research question:
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I RQ2: Which interaction(s) is/are perceived by the employees as appropriate
to control the data collection?

4

Privacy Indicators

Our first objective is to indicate data collection with privacy indicators to provide
transparency about it. In what follows, we motivate our design decisions based
on an analysis of existing drivers and detail our resulting designs.
4.1

Design Drivers

To design our privacy indicator, we consider two factors: (1) notification of the
data collection and (2) the display of the related information that affect the
design of the subsequent layout on smart watches. Firstly, notifications are visual, auditory, or haptic stimuli triggered by applications or services to relay
information that are outside of the scope of users’ attention. Auditory or haptic stimuli are especially efficient in interrupting users activities to gain their
attention [5]. These interruptions can be perceived as intrusive and annoying,
especially when the wearer receives numerous notifications [26, 29, 40]. For example, results in [40] indicate that notifications of a messenger application were
perceived as less annoying than the notifications of a music application because
these notifications were of lesser interest. Therefore, the notifications should be
of interest, i.e., perceived as useful to the user. Moreover, they should be used
with care to avoid habituation effects.
Secondly, smart watches are constrained by size and shape. Compared to
smartphones, their screen is even smaller. Since smart watch wearers only briefly
check the screen [30], the provided information should be as brief as possible to
accommodate the screen size and not to appear cluttered, while providing concise and understandable information about ongoing data collection. Moreover,
it should cater to existing smart watch forms including round or square screens.
Thirdly, in the context of smart workplaces, the collection of activity, health,
and location data are possible. An indication of such data collection needs to be
easy to understand and fast to distinguish. Therefore, the presentation of the
ongoing data collection of the different data types should differ at least in color.
A double coding should be introduced to cater for color-blind users.
4.2

Resulting Designs

We present our privacy indicators which were created based on the aforementioned design drivers. Hereby, the currently available smart watch operating
systems serve as basis for our design decisions.
Design A: Splash-screen The first design shown in Fig. 1(a) is the most common
and known as a notification. It is motivated by [17, 35] and represents a normal
notification, which the wearer must actively close. The used color depends on the
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(a) Splash-screen design

(b) Circular design

(c) Icon design

Fig. 1. Examples of proposed indicators to visualize the collection of health data on
a smart watch

collected data type(s). We have attributed blue to activity data, red to health
data, and yellow to location data. In addition to color, the splash-screen design
offers an icon and an additional text to further inform the wearers. In addition,
it can be supported by an auditory or haptic signal. Possible limitation of this
indicator are that (1) it prevent users from seeing anything else on the screen and
(2) requires an explicit interaction to close it. As a result, the wearers’ attention
may be improved but at the cost of more efforts.
Design B: Circle The second design shown in Fig. 1(b) and motivated by [17]
is a circle that surrounds the watch face and differs in color based on the data
type following the same color scheme as above. In addition, a supportive icon
is added. The circle indicator is displayed for a few seconds and can also be
supported by an auditory or haptic signal. During data collection, the circle
appears around the watch face and disappears when the data collection stops.
This means that the wearers are constantly informed about the current data
collection. If neither an auditory signal nor vibration is added, this indicator is
a very reduced and simple way to notify the wearer about data collection when
the wearer is looking at the watch face. Its advantage is that it uses the watch
face and does not cover it or require any action from the wearer as compared to
the previous design. However, its simplicity may negatively affect the wearer’s
understanding at the beginning, as the color is only mapped with an icon and
no additional information.
Design C: Icon Our last design shown in Fig. 1(c) and motivated by [2] is a
bigger visual cue on the watch face at the top of the smart watch screen. It
consists of a bigger colored icon. Auditory or haptic stimuli can also extend the
design. As with the previous design, the respective indicator is visible for a few
seconds. As soon as data collection is active, the indicator on the watch face
appears. As compared to design B, the circle with the small icon is replaced
by a bigger icon on the watch face. A bigger size could mitigate the mentioned
weakness of design B. However, the indicator is only visible when the wearer
actively looks at the smart watch in contrast to design A.
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(a) Press button in the
menu

(b) Put hand on

(d) Press a button on (e) Perform a movement
the side 2 times
on the frame
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(c) Rotate the arm

(f) Perform a gesture

Fig. 2. Proposed mechanisms to interrupt personal data collection on a smart watch

5

Control Interactions

Our second objective is to allow users to control the data collection by temporarily interrupting it. This objective aims to support employees in controlling
their personal information and refers to the right to restrict personal information
processing (GDPR, Art. 18).
5.1

Design Drivers

To allow such control, the corresponding interactions should be easy to understand and executable by the wearers in different situations. The chosen interactions should also take into about the wearers’ physical capabilities and be
reliably recognized by the smart watch. The possible interaction options are via
touchscreen, buttons, frame, and sensors that detect arm movement.
5.2

Selected Control Interactions

In the following, we describe the selected control interactions illustrated in Fig. 2,
which enable the user to interrupt the data collection.
Interaction A: Press a button in the menu Fig. 2(a) represents a manual interaction, as the wearer needs to open the respective application, go through the
settings and deactivate the data collection using a button. This is advantageous
as users are usually familiar with the use of menus. However, the interaction
requires different steps.
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Interaction B: Put hand on Fig. 2(b) presents an interaction leveraging the
ambient light sensor of the smart watch. Every time the wearer covers this sensor
with the palm, the data collection stops. For this interaction, no further steps
are needed. This interaction is easy to perform, but could foster many false
interruptions depending on the deployment scenarios.
Interaction C: Rotate the arm Fig. 2(c) shows an interaction based on a hand
gesture by rotating the arm with the smart watch in a specific manner. As soon as
the smart watch sensors detect the movement, the data collection is interrupted.
Although this interaction only requires an easy arm rotation, it causes the screen
to be out of the wearers’ view. Furthermore, this interaction can be triggered
unintentionally.
Interaction D: Press a button on the side Fig. 2(d) shows the easiest to understand interaction after the menu interaction. The smart watch wearer presses the
mechanical button at the side of the watch to stop the collection. This interaction
is easy to perform and easy to remember. To avoid false positive interruptions,
the button needs to be pressed two times.
Interaction E: Perform a movement on the frame Fig. 2(e) presents a finger
gesture performed on the smart watch frame. The wearer has to touch the frame
and swipe down, for example. This interaction is easy to remember as it needs
to be performed at the smart watch’s frame. However, wearing gloves can hinder
performing it as the device could not recognize the finger, for instance.
Interaction F: Perform a gesture Fig. 2(f) shows our second real gesture. Similar
to the gesture in Fig. 2(c), the wearer has to perform a hand movement. Here,
the hand movement is a movement in the air using a special pattern.
In summary, we consider three designs for the privacy indicators and six
different interactions to control the data collection in what follows.

6
6.1

Methodology
Survey Distribution

To answer our research questions, we have conducted an online questionnaire
conforming to the GDPR and approved by the Data Protection Officer of our
university. While we do not have a formal IRB process at our university, we have
taken particular care to minimize potential harms to the participants, by, e.g.,
reducing the number of questions to the minimum to avoid fatigue. Participants
have been informed that they could leave the questionnaire at any time. The
questionnaire has been distributed by a panel certified ISO 26362 and the participants have been financially rewarded. Our inclusion criteria were that our
participants had to be between 18 and 67 years old, living and working full-time
in Germany. Participants were chosen based on quotas, i.e., the distribution in
terms of age and gender is representative of the German population [13]. In total,
1,033 participants answered our questionnaire in August 2021.
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Survey Design

Our questionnaire is articulated around a smart workplace scenario, in which
the participants have to imagine that they are equipped with smart watches
when performing their jobs. After starting with demographics questions to fulfill
the survey quotas, the main questionnaire starts. In the first part, we analyze
their preferences for three different smart watch indicators introduced in Sec. 4.2
displayed on the smart watch when data is collected. For each indicator we propose an alternative in color and related icon for different collected data types:
Activity, health, and location. For example, Fig. 1 shows the three different
alternatives for health data. Based on these alternatives, we ask the participants different questions to elicit their preferences on a 5-point Likert scale from
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. Then, in the second part, we investigate the scenarios in which they would like to control the data collection and
propose different interactions for each data type (see Fig. 2). Each interaction is
illustrated by an animation, so that our participants could understand the interactions more easily. Later in the questionnaire, we ask our participants questions
regarding their smart watch ownership, usage, and main purpose. To elaborate
on our participants’ technical affinity, we ask nine questions with a 6-point Likert
scale from “completely disagree” to “completely agree” proposed by [14]. At the
end of the questionnaire, we finally ask our participants to provide work-related
information, including the sector, work function, work environment, and work
conditions based on predefined choices. The questionnaire is available online
(https://owncloud.gwdg.de/index.php/s/YGW2QXRHsJ5y8Nv).

7
7.1

Results
Demographics

Among our 1,033 participants, 48% are women and 52% are men. Their age
distribution matches the current population of Germany [13]. A majority of our
participants work in health and social care (15%) followed by industry (14%),
public service (7%), and IT/telecom (6%). Their working conditions are as follows: 90% work inside, 64% in quiet environments, and 63% walk rather little
during work. Interestingly, 43% already own a smart watch. Overall, more females (47%) than males (40%) stated that they own a smart watch. A MannWhitney U test indicates that gender is a significant influence (p = .013). Likewise, age (p < .001, Kruskal-Wallis test). Especially younger participants own a
smart watch. A pairwise comparison (Bonferoni-Correction) reveals significant
differences between the age categories 18-24 and 45-54 (p < .001), 18-24 and
55-67 (p < .001), 25-34 and 45-54, (p < .01), 25-34 and 55-67 (p = .01), 35-44
and 45-54, (p < .01), as well as 35-44 and 55-67 (p = .01). The majority (70%)
use their smart watch daily. Although about 79% use their smart watch mainly
for private purposes (79%), some indicated that they use it also for work (19%)
or even exclusively for work (2%). Regarding the results based on the technical affinity score proposed by [14], we assume that our participants are rather
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tech-savvy. Overall, all participants reach a mean score of 3.94 (SD = 0.96) on
a scale from one to six. A closer look reveals that males (M = 4.18, SD = 0.92)
reach significantly (p = .05) higher scores than females (M = 3.68, SD = 0.93).
While gender has an impact, age does not.
7.2

Preferences for Privacy Indicators

When considering our three privacy indicators (see Fig. 1), the results indicate
that our participants prefer the splash-screen design (38%) followed by the icon
design (34%) and the circle design (28%). A closer look at our results regarding
the seven sub-questions (see. Fig. 3) about how the data collection is presented
shows a similar picture. The seven questions reach a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.86,
indicating acceptable reliability [11]. In all sub-questions, except sub-question
three, the splash-screen design reaches higher means, shown in Fig. 3. Our participants think that the splash-screen design would better raise their general
awareness about privacy issues (M = 3.45, SD = 1.2) and increase their awareness about the data collection (M = 3.68, SD = 1.0) than the other two indicators in both cases. However, they are rated similarly in terms of acceptance.
Although the notification presented in the splash-screen design is not new, our
participants find it on average more intuitive (M = 3.87, SD = 1.0) than the
circle (M = 3.41, SD = 1.2) or icon (M = 3.58, SD = 1.1) design. In general,
the results indicate that the splash-screen design, on average, is the easiest to
understand for our participants. However, this indicator is estimated to be the
most disturbing in comparison to the other two.
Additional Feedback. Regarding additional signals such as vibration or sound,
the results show that 48% of our participants would like to have auditory feedback. A qualitative content analysis [22] shows that the open answers from proponents of auditory feedback most frequently relate to awareness, informed, or
remembered, while those from opponents frequently relate to the categories disturbing, annoying, or distracting instead. In contrast, 58% would wish for a
complementary haptic feedback. The most frequent categories based on the proponents’ answers are less disturbing, awareness, remembered, informed, more discrete, while the opponents’ answer categories are similar to those from the auditory opponents. While a χ2 -test reveals, that only gender (χ2(1) = 7.34, p = .007)
has a significant relationship with participants’ decision on additional sound,
gender (χ2(1) = 4.29, p < .04), age (χ2(4) = 20.15, p < .001), and smartwatch
ownership (χ2(1) = 37.26, p < .001) significantly relate to additional vibrations.
Deactivation Option. When it comes to the question to deactivate such an
indicator, their answers reveal that 32% would rather deactivate such privacy
indicators. Statements include “I don’t think it’s essential to know when it’s being
recorded” (participant 289) or “may be disruptive in meetings” (participant 69).
A χ2 -test reveals, a significant relationship with gender (χ2(1) = 5.64, p = .02),
age (χ2(4) = 18.22, p = .001), and ownership (χ2(1) = 15.67, p < .001).
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(b) Circle

16% 15% 28% 26% 15%
23% 30% 22% 12% 13%

3% 6% 17% 37% 36%
6% 11% 27% 34% 23%

10% 11% 26% 35% 18%

9% 15% 29% 31% 16%
8% 13% 35% 27% 16%

Percent
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50
25
0

Mean Strongly Disagree UnAgree Strongly
(SD) Disagree
decided
Agree

(c) Icon
Fig. 3. Results of proposed privacy indicators. Attitude on “This privacy indicator...
(Q1) would reinforce my perception about data collection. (Q2) would catch my general
attention. (Q3) seems to me to be useful for the purpose. (Q4) is intuitive. (Q5) is easy
to understand. (Q6) is disturbing. (Q7) is acceptable in order to visualize the data
collection.”

7.3

Preferences for Control Interactions

Concerning the interruption of data collection, 67% of our participants “strongly
agree” (48%) or “agree” (19%) that they would like to have this opportunity.
Overall, our participants indicated they would like to interrupt data collection in
private scenarios for all data types (i.e., activity, health, location) and during the
walk to the toilet (67%), or when having breaks (65%) when, e.g., the location
would be collected. The detailed results are shown in Tab. 1 and suggest similar
results among the different data types. When considering the different proposed
mechanisms to interrupt data collection, a majority (51%) would prefer to press a
button in the menu. In comparison, arm movements like arm rotation or another
arm gesture are less desired. Fig. 4 show the results for each interaction option
on the scale from “strongly not suitable” to “strongly suitable” for all data types.
Along all data types, our participants do not differ much between the presented
interactions.
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Table 1. Employees’ selection of situations to interrupt data collection
Case

O6
O5
O4
O3
O2
O1

Activity Health Location Private Context

During concentration periods

21%

21%

21%

During a private conversation

40%

42%

42%

X

During professional meeting

23%

26%

23%

While smoking

24%

23%

29%

X

While eating

52%

56%

52%

X

During the break

61%

62%

65%

X

During the walk to the toilet

61%

65%

67%

X

2.38
(1.5)
3.70
(1.5)
4.10
(1.6)
2.88
(1.6)
3.89
(1.8)
4.69
(1.5)

41% 20% 16% 12% 5% 6%O6
13% 9% 17% 27% 21%

12%O5

10% 8% 13% 23% 25% 21%O4
28% 17% 20% 18% 10% 8%O3
16% 9% 13% 18% 20% 24%O2

6% 5% 8% 17% 24% 40%O1
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13% 9% 13% 20% 23% 22%
33% 15% 16% 15% 9% 10%
18% 10% 12% 16% 18% 26%

6% 5% 9% 19% 26% 36%

Mean Strongly
(SD)
not
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41% 18% 15% 14% 7% 5%
14% 9% 15% 26% 23% 14%
10% 6% 12% 23% 26% 22%
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Fig. 4. Results of employees’ attitude on the suitability of smart watch interactions:
(O1) Press a button in the menu, (O2) Put your hand on, (O3) Rotate the arm, (O4)
Press a button on the side 2 times, (O5) Perform a movement on the frame, (O6)
Perform a gesture
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Discussion

We next discuss the results obtained for the privacy indicators followed by those
for the control interactions. We finally address the limitations of this work.
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Privacy Indicators

Our first research question (see Sec. 3) focuses on analyzing which privacy indicators are perceived by employees as sufficient and useful to visualize data
collection. The results described in Sec. 7 reveal that our participants prefer the
splash-screen design. This is surprising as this design requires an additional and
active action from the users to be able to access the main screen of the watch.
In contrast, both other designs do not require a dedicated interaction from the
users. One of the reasons to explain this result might be that our participants
are already familiar with notifications from other applications or smart devices
based on a similar interaction. However, the differences in terms of preferences
between the splash-screen design and the other designs remain low. The icon design is the next preferred design following the splash-screen design. In particular,
when asked whether the representations appear useful for the intended purpose,
the results show that all participants gave a similar rating for all proposed indicators. Since the performance of the three proposed designs remains similar,
we suggest that employers could let employees choose from different indicators
according to their preferences.
Additional Feedback. In addition to the visual elements of such indicators,
the results shown in Sec. 7 indicate that participants’ opinions differ regarding
supplementary feedback, either a sound or vibrations. Thus, the findings from
[25] differ from ours as the existing results indicate that those participants prefer
soundless privacy nudges, as they are not annoying, intrusive, or interruptive in
a private context. Besides, prior research found that users have to deal with tons
of notifications daily [29] and that such notifications are disruptive on smartphones [26, 29]. A reduction of those interruptions could be possible in a professional context by deferring notification [29], especially when it comes to privacy
notifications, as users usually consider standard app notifications to be more
important than privacy notifications [25]. Therefore, less noticeable notifications
such as silent mode should be possible [25] because even then, privacy notifications would be read according to [25]. Employers should therefore consider this
aspect when informing their employees about current data collection. Again,
existing work extended by our gained insights suggest that employers should
support individuals’ preferences and offer different options regarding privacy indicators. We however recommend that they should also consider the working
environments of their employees to take into account potential safety issues that
might arise if employees would be distracted by a acoustic or haptic notification
during their tasks.
Deactivation Option. Our results indicate that one-third of our participants
would like to disable these indicators. However, most would not. This highlights
that employees would like to know when data collection arises. However, we
recommend employers to let the last decision from the employees’ perspective
so that they can disable it when they want to, as it was not intended to be
distracting.
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Control Interactions

Overall, our results presented in Sec. 7, indicate that our participants want to
have the control to interrupt employers’ data collection when working with a
smart watch. This possibility is especially wished for in situations considered as
private by our participants. Such situations include private conversations, breaks,
or going to the toilet. From the obtained results, employers should hence provide
such an option. The realization of this function can be done by different control
interactions. Considering our second research question (see Sec. 3), our results
indicate that our participants prefer to (1) press a button in the menu or (2)
interact with a physical button on the smart watch to stop the data collection. As
a result, they potentially chose an interaction that may be more familiar to them.
Other interactions may not have been imaginable in their working environments.
For example, raising an arm and making arm gestures seems inappropriate when
sitting in an office in front of a colleague, while it could be imaginable in an
industrial scenario. Hence, this confirms that employees would like to have more
discrete interactions. Note that the participants’ preferences only slightly differ
for the different considered data types (i.e., health, location, and activity).
8.3

Limitations

Since the conducted study is based on an online questionnaire, the answers provided by our participants reflect their claimed opinions and not necessarily their
actual behavior. Moreover, we have submitted them a scenario that they should
imagine. As a result, what they imagined may differ between participants. This
is beneficial as the participants may have adapted their thoughts to their own
working context, which is not possible to do with our questionnaire. However,
we cannot be sure that this is the case. As a result, the exploration conducted
in this study should be confirmed by future real-world experiments in context.
Some of our participants did not own a smartwatch yet. As a result, they
needed to imagine how it would be and their answers are likely influenced by
previous experiences with other devices. However, we have decided to also ask
them about their preferences, as we have assumed that they could be more reluctant about data collection than actual users. Such differences could however not
be observed. We have finally focused in our study on German employees over
18. Our results may hence differ with younger working participants or other
cultures. This cross-cultural aspect will be considered in future work when conducting our next study in context. Our results may finally not be applicable in
other application areas due to the known dependency of privacy-related decisions
on context.
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Conclusions

We have investigated employees’ preferences for different proposed privacy indicators to raise awareness about data collection and control interactions to stop
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this collection. To this end, we have conducted an online questionnaire-based
study with 1,033 full-time employed participants to get first insights about their
preferences. Our results indicate that our participants prefer the splash-screen
indicator (Fig. 1(a)) to visualize data collection followed by the icon (Fig. 1(c))
and the circle indicator (Fig. 1(b)). The participants are, however, split about
their preferences to have an additional haptic or auditory feedback. Being able
to interrupt data collection is important for our participants, especially in more
private situations. Their willingness to do so does not significantly vary with the
collected data types. Similarly to the privacy indicators, our participants tend
to prefer the interaction they are familiar with. The majority prefers doing it
via a menu interaction with virtual buttons. While our results provide a first
exploration of employees’ preferences, more efforts including real-wold studies
in context are needed to be able to provide usable transparency and control to
employees in smart workplaces. Such provision could be beneficial for both employees and employers. The former would benefit from more transparency and
control that could increase their trust in the latter, thus fostering their acceptance of smart workplaces.
Acknowledgments. We would like thank our participants and our group members for their feedback on the questionnaire.
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